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Dedicated to Ioan D� Landau on the Occasion of His Sixtieth Birthday

Summary�

The aim of this paper is to provide a simple analysis of the dynamical
behavior of a set�point control system consisting of a poorly modelled pro�
cess� an integrator and a multi�controller supervised by an estimator�based
algorithm employing dwell�time switching� For a slowly switched multi�
controller implementation of a �nite family of linear controllers� explicit
upper bounds are derived for the normed�value of the process�s allowable
unmodelled dynamics as well as for the system�s disturbance�to�tracking
error gain�

��� Introduction

Much has happened in adaptive control since Ioan Landau published his pio�
neering monograph in ���� ���� The solution to the classical model reference
problem is by now well understood� Provably correct algorithms exist which	
at least in theory	 are capable of dealing with unmodelled dynamics	 noise	
right�half�plane zeros	 and even certain types of nonlinearities 
 and a num�
ber of excellent text and monographs have been written covering many of
these advances ��	 �	 	 �	 �	 �	 ���

However despite the impressive gains made since ����	 there remain many
important	 unanswered questions� Why	 for example	 is it still so di�cult to
explain to a novice why a particular algorithm is able to functions correctly in
the face of unmodelled process dynamics and L� bounded noise� How much
unmodelled dynamics can a given algorithm tolerate before loop�stability is
lost� How do we choose an adaptive control algorithm�s many design param�
eters to achieve good disturbance rejection	 transient response	 etc��

It is our view that eventually there will be satisfactory answers to all
of these questions	 that adaptive control will become much more accessible
to non�specialists	 that we will be able to much more clearly and concisely
quantify unmodelled dynamics norm bounds	 disturbance�to�controlled out�
put gains	 and so on and that because of this we will see the emergence of a
bona �de computer�aided adaptive control design methodology which relies
much more on design principals then on trial and error techniques� It is with
these ends in mind	 that this paper has been written�

In the sequel we provide a relatively uncluttered analysis of the dynamical
behavior of a set�point control system consisting of a poorly modelled pro�
cess	 an integrator and a multi�controller supervised by an estimator�based
algorithm employing dwell�time switching� The system has been considered
previously in ���� It has been analyzed in one form or another in ���	 ��	 ��	 ���
and elsewhere under various assumptions� It has been shown in ���� that the
system�s supervisor can successfully orchestrate the switching of a sequence
of candidate set�point controllers into feedback with the system�s imprecisely
modeled siso process so as �i� to cause the output of the process to approach
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and track a constant reference input despite norm�bounded unmodelled dy�
namics	 and constant process disturbances and �ii� to insure that none of
the signals within the overall system can grow without bound in response to
bounded disturbance	 be they constant or not� The objective of this paper is
to re�derive these same results in a much more straight forward manner� This
will be done for a supervisory control system in which the number of candi�
date controllers is �nite	 and the switching between candidate controllers is
constrained to be �slow� in a sense to be made precise in the sequel� These
restrictions not only greatly simplify the analysis in comparison with that
given in ����	 but also make it possible to derive reasonably explicit upper
bounds for the process�s allowable unmodelled dynamics as well as for the
system�s disturbance�to�tracking error gain�

The overall supervisory control system to be considered is described in
x�� The main theorem characterizing the system�s behavior is re�stated in x��
A simple	 informal proof of the theorem is carried out in x� Explicit bounds
for the process�s allowable unmodelled dynamics as well as for the system�s
disturbance�to�tracking error gain appear ������ and ����� respectively�

��� The Overall System

The aim of this section is to describe the structure of the supervisory control
system to be considered in this paper� We begin with a description of the
process�

����� The Process

The overall problem of interest is to construct a control system capable of
driving to and holding at a prescribed set�point r	 the output of a process
modeled by a dynamical system with large scale uncertainty� The process
is presumed to admit the model of a siso linear system �P whose transfer
function from control input u to measured output y is a member of a known
class of admissible transfer functions of the form

CP �
�

p�P

f�p � � � � � �pg

where P is a �nite set of indices	

�p
�
�

�p

�p

is a prespeci�ed	 strictly proper	 nominal transfer function	 �p is a real non�
negative number	 � is a proper stable transfer function whose poles all have
real parts less than the negative of a prespeci�ed stability margin � 	 �	 and
� is the shifted in�nity norm



�

� � sup
��IR

j��j
 � ��j

It is assumed for each p � P	 that �p is monic and that �p and �p are
coprime� All transfer functions in CP are thus proper	 but not necessarily
stable rational functions� Prompted by the requirements of set�point control	
it is further assumed that the numerator of each transfer function in CP is
nonzero at s � �� The speci�c model of the process to be controlled is shown
in Figure ����

p*ν+ +
+

d
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δ

+ y

Fig� ���� Process Model

Here y is the process�s measured output and d is a disturbance�

����� The System to Be Supervised

Presumed given is an indexed family of �o��the�shelf� loop controller transfer

functions K
�
� f�p � p � Pg with at least the following property�

Stability Margin Property� For each p � P� �� is greater than the real

parts of all of the closed�loop poles� of the feedback interconnection

1
s−

+ κp νp

Fig� ���� Feedback Interconnection

Also presumed given is an integer nC � � and a family of nC�dimensional
realizations fAp� bp� fp� gpg	 one for each �p � K� These realizations are re�
quired to be chosen so that for each p � P	 �cp� �I � Ap� is detectable and
��I �Ap� bp� is stabilizable� As noted in ���	 there are a great many di�erent
ways to construct such realizations	 once one has in hand an upper bound n�
on the McMillan Degrees of the �p� Given such a family of realizations	 the
sub�system to be supervised is thus of the form shown in Figure ��� where

� By the closed�loop poles are meant the zeros of the polynomial s�p�p � �p�p�
where

�p

�p
and

�p

�p
are the reduced transfer functions �p and �p respectively�
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Fig� ���� Supervised Sub�System

�C�� is the nC�dimensional �state�shared� dynamical system

�xC � A�xC � b�eT v � f�xC � g�eT� �����

called a multi�controller� v is the input to the integrator

�u � v� ���	�

eT is the tracking error

eT
�
� r � y� ���
�

and 	 is a piecewise constant switching signal taking values in P�

����� The Supervisor

The problem of interest is to construct a provably correct �supervisor� which is
capable of generating 	 so as to achieve �� global boundedness fof all system signalsg
in the face of an arbitrary but bounded disturbance input and 	� set�point regulation
fi�e�� eT � �g in the event that the disturbance signal is constant� The functioning
of the supervisor to be considered can be explained informally in terms of the �multi�
estimator� architecture shown in Figure ���� Here each yp is a suitably de�ned
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Fig� ���� Estimator�Based Supervisor

estimate of y which would be asymptotically correct if �p were the process model�s
transfer function and there were no noise or disturbances� For each p � P� ep �
yp � y denotes the pth output estimation error and 
p is a �normed� value of
ep or a �performance signal� which is used by the supervisor assess the potential
performance of controller p� �S is a switching logic whose function is to determine 	



�

on the basis of the current values of the 
p� The underlying decision making strategy
used by such a supervisor is basically this� From time to time select for 	� that
candidate control index q whose corresponding performance signal 
q is the smallest
among the 
p� p � P� Motivation for this idea is obvious� the nominal process model
whose associated performance signal is the smallest� �best� approximates what the
process is and thus the candidate controller designed on the basis of that model
ought to be able to do the best job of controlling the process�

The speci�c supervisor considered below admits a slightly di�erent realization
than that shown in Figure ���� even though the two supervisors are input�output
equivalent� Internally the supervisor we want to discuss consists of three subsystems�
a multi�estimator dynamic �E � a performance�weight generator �W � and a dwell�
time switching logic �D�

ΣD
ΣWΣE

y W σEx

v

Fig� ���� Estimator�Based Supervisor

�E is a nE �dimensional linear dynamical system of the form

�xE �

�
AE �
� AE

�
xE �

�
bE
�

�
y �

�
�
bE

�
v �����

where nE
�
� 	�n���� and �AE � bE� is a parameter�independent� n����dimensional

siso� controllable pair with �I � AE stable� Here n� is an upper bound on the
McMillan Degrees of the �p� p � P� In ��� it is explained how to construct a
function p ��� cp so that for each p � P���

AE �
� AE

�
�

�
bE
�

�
cp�

�
�
bE

�
� cp

�

is a stabilizable realization of �
s
�p whose uncontrollable eigenvalues have real parts

less than ��� The cp are used in the de�nition of �W which will be given in a
moment� The cp also enable us to de�ne output estimation errors

ep
�
� cpxE � y� p � P ����

While these error signals are not actually generated by the supervisor� they play
an important role in explaining how the supervisor functions�

The supervisor�s second subsystem� �W � is a causal dynamical system whose
inputs are xE and y and whose state and output W is a �weighting matrix� which
takes values in a linear space W� W together with a suitably de�ned performance
function �W�P � IR determine a scalar�valued performance signal of the form


p
�
� �W�p� �����

which is viewed by the supervisor as a measure of the expected performance of
controller p� �W and  are de�ned by

�W � �	�W �

�
xE
y

� �
xE
y

��
�����
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and
�W�p� � � cp �� �W � cp �� �� �����

respectively� The de�nitions of �W and  are prompted by the observation that if

p are given by ������ then

�
p � �	�
p � e
�
p� p � P �����

because of ����� ����� and ������
The supervisor�s third subsystem� called a dwell�time switching logic �D� is

a hybrid dynamical system whose input and output are W and 	 respectively�
and whose state is the ordered triple fX� �� 	g� Here X is a discrete�time matrix
which takes on sampled values of W � and � is a continuous�time variable called a
timing signal� � takes values in the closed interval ��� �D�� where �D is a prespeci�ed
positive number called a dwell time� Also assumed prespeci�ed is a computation
time �C � �D which bounds from above for any X � W� the time it would take
a supervisor to compute a value p � pX � P which minimizes �X�p�� Between
�event times�� � is generated by a reset integrator according to the rule �� � ��
Event times occur when the value of � reaches either �D � �C or �D� at such times
� is reset to either � or �D��C depending on the value of �D�s state� �D�s internal
logic is de�ned by the computer diagram shown in Figure ��� where pX denotes a
value of p � P which minimizes �X�p��

Π(X, p  ) < Π(X, σ )
X

τ = τ  − τ
CD

X = W

Initialize
      σ

τ = 0

τ = τ  − τ
CD

τ = τ  
D

n

n

n

y

y

y

 σ = p
X

Fig� ��	� Computer Diagram of �D

In the sequel we call a piecewise�constant signal �	 � ����� � P admissible if
it either switches values at most once� or if it switches more than once and the
set of time di�erences between each two successive switching times is bounded
below by �D� We write Sfor the set of all admissible switching signals� Because of
the de�nition of �D� it is clear its output 	 will be admissible� This means that
switching cannot occur in�nitely fast and thus that existence and uniqueness of
solutions to the di�erential equations involved is not an issue�
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��� Discussion

The overall system just described� admits a block diagram description of the form
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Fig� ��
� Supervisory Control System

The following theorem is proved in ��	��

Theorem ������ Let �C � � be �xed� Let �D be any positive number no smaller
than �C � There are positive numbers �p� p � P� for which the following statements
are true provided �P has a transfer function in CP �
�� Global Boundedness� For each constant set�point value r� each bounded

piecewise�continuous disturbance input d� and each system initialization� u� xC �
xE �W� and X are bounded responses�

�� Tracking and Disturbance Rejection� For each constant set�point value r�
each constant disturbance d� and each system initialization� y tends to r and
u� xC� xE �W� and X tend to �nite limits� all as fast as e�	t�

The theorem implies that the overall supervisory control system shown in Figure
��� has the basic properties one would expect of a non�adaptive set�point control
system�

��� Analysis

The aim of this section is to re�derive Theorem ��
�� in a much more straight forward
manner than in ��	�� This will be done for a supervisory control system in which the
switching between candidate controllers is constrained to be �slow� in a sense to be
made precise in x������ This restrictions not only greatly simpli�es the analysis� but
also make it possible to derive reasonably explicit bounds for the process�s allowable
unmodelled dynamics as well as for the system�s disturbance�to�tracking�error gain�

In the sequel we will invariably ignore initial condition dependent terms which
decay to zero as fast as e�	t� as this will make things much easier to follow� A more
thorough analysis which would take these terms into account can carried out in
essentially the same manner�
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����� Slow Switching

Assume that r is a constant and let x denote the composite state

x �

�
�xE
xC

�
������

where �xE is the shifted state

�xE � xE �

�
A��E bE

�

�
r ������

It is then possible to show in a straightforward manner� that for any q � P and
any given piecewise constant switching signal 	 � ����� � P� whether generated
by �D or not� the relationships between eq� e�� v� and eT determined by ����������
are given by a system of equations of the form

e� � c�qx� eq
�x � A��x� h�e�
v � f��x� g�e�

eT � e� � �c�x

���
�� ����	�

where d
�
� columnf�bE � �� �� bCg� b �

� columnf�� bE � bC � �g� and for all p� l � P�

fpl
�
� ��gpcl fp � hp

�
� bgp � d cpl

�
� � cp � cl � � �cl

�
� � cl � �

and
Apl

�
� block diagonal fAE � AE� AC � ACg � d � cl � � � bfpl

One readily veri�able and important property of the matrices de�ned above is that
for each p� l � P� �cpl� �I � Apl� is a detectable matrix pair ���� This is a conse�
quence of certainty equivalence� the Stability Margin Property� the requirements
that �I �AE be a stability matrix and that for p � P� f�I � Ap� bp� fp� gpg be a
stabilizable and detectable system� Since cpp � �� p � P� this means that for each
such p� �I � App must be a stability matrix ���� In the sequel we will assume the
following�

Slow Switching Assumption�The dwell time �D is large enough so that for each
admissible switching signal 	 � ����� � P� �I � A�� is an exponentially stable
matrix�

It is possible to compute an explicit lower bound for �D for which this assumption
holds ����

����� Norms

It is especially useful to introduce the following� For any piecewise�continuous func�
tion z � ����� � IRn� and any times t� � t� � �� let us write jjzjjft�
t�g for the
exponentially weighted 	�norm

jjzjjft�
t�g �
�

sZ t�

t�

e�	tjz�t�j�dt



��

Note that e�	T 
p�T � � jjepjj�f�
Tg� T � �� p � P� because of ����� and the assump�

tion that W ��� � ��
For any time�varying SISO linear system � of the form y � c�t�x � d�t�u�

�x � A�t�x� b�t�u we write 				A b
c d

				
for the induced norm supfjjyujjf�
�g � u � Ug where yu is ��s zero initial state� out�
put response to u and U is the space of all piecewise continuous signals u such that
jjujjf�
�g � �� The induced norm of � is �nite whenever �I �A�t� is funiformlyg
exponentially stable�

We note the following easily derived facts� If e�	tjjujjf�
tg is bounded on �����
fin the L� senseg� then so is yu provided d � � and �I � A�t� is exponentially
stable� If u is bounded on ����� in the L� sense� then so is e�	tjjujjf�
tg� If u� �

as t��� then so does e�	tjjujjf�
tg�

����� Block Diagrams

Using the diagram of �P in Figure ��� together with ���������� and ����	�� it is
not di�cult to verify that� up to initial condition dependent terms decaying to zero
as fast at e�	t� the relationships between d� e�� v� and eT are as shown in the block
diagram in Figure ��� where �E is the characteristic polynomial of the estimator
matrix AE ���� In developing this diagram we�ve represented the system de�ned by
����	� as two separate subsystems� namely

�x� � A��x� � h�e� �x� � A��x� � h�e�
v � f��x� � g�e� eT � e� � �c�x�

where x� � x� � x� Note that the signal in the block diagram labeled b� will tend
to zero if d is constant because of the zero at s � � in the numerator of the transfer
function in the block driven by d�
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Fig� ���� Block Diagram I

Let us note that each of the �ve blocks in Figure ��� represents an exponentially
stable linear system� It is convenient at this point to introduce certain �system
gains� associated with these blocks� In particular� let us de�ne for p � P

ap
�
�

s�p

�E
� bp

�
�
p
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�E

�
sup
��S

				A�� h�
f�� g�

				
�
� c

�
�
p
	 sup
��S

				A�� h�
��c� �
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where� as de�ned earlier� 	 is the shifted in�nity norm and Sis the set of all
admissible switching signals� In the light of Figure ���� it is easy to see that

jjeTjjf�
 tg � cp
	
jje�jjf�
 tg� t � �� ����
�

jjep�jjf�
 tg � �p�
bp�p
	
jje�jjf�
 tg � jjbjjf�
 tg� t � �� ������

and
jjbjjf�
 tg � ap� jjdjjf�
 tg t � � �����

where �p� is the norm bound on �� The inequality in ����
� bounds the norm of
eT in terms of the norm of e� whereas ������ and ����� bound the norm of ep� in
terms of the norms of e� and d� To develop a bound for the norm of eT in terms of
the norms of d� it would therefore be enough to establish a bound for the norm of
e� in terms of the norm of ep� � As a �rst step toward this end� we shall make use
of the following result which is a direct consequence of dwell time switching�

����� Dwell�Time Switching

Lemma ������ Suppose that P contains m � � elements� that W is generated by
�	�
�� that the 
p� p � P� are de�ned by �	��� and �	��� that W ��� � �� and that
	 is the response of �D to W � For each �xed time T � �� there exists a piecewise�
constant function �T � ����� � f�� �g such thatZ �

�

�T �t�dt �m��D � �C� ������

and
jj��� �T �e� � �T eqjjf�
Tg �

p
mjjeqjjf�
Tg� q � P ������

This lemma is proved in the appendix�

����	 Block Diagram II

Let us �x T � �� In view of ������ there is a piecewise constant signal �T � ����� �
f�� �g satisfying ������ such that

jj��� �T �e� � �T ep� jjf�
Tg �
p
mjjep� jjf�
Tg ������

But as noted before� what we need is a bound for the norm of e�� not ����T �e��
�T ep� � To get around this� we �rst note from ����	� that for q � P

e� � eq � c�qx �x � A��x� h�e� ������

Next consider the block diagram in Figure ��� which depicts this sub�system with

q
�
� p� together with an additional block and summing junctions representing the

formulas

e� � �T e� � ��� �T �e� and e� � ep� � e� � ep�

Let us de�ne for q � P
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vq
�
� sup

��S
sup
t��

Z t

�

jwq�t� ��e
	�t���j�d�

where wq�t� ��
�
� c��t�q��t� ��h���� and ��t� �� is the state transition matrix of

A��� Note that each vq is �nite because of the Slow Switching Assumption� Using
Cauchy�Schwartz it can easily be shown with vq so de�ned that

jj�T �wq 
 e��jjf�
 tg �
s

vq

Z t

�

��
T jje�jj�f�
 �gd�� t � � ���	��

where wq 
 e� is the zero initial state output response of �������
From Figure ��� it is clear that

e� � �T �ep� �wp� 
 e�� � ��� �T �e�

Rearranging terms and taking norms we thus obtain

jje�jjf�
 tg � jj��� �T �e� � �T ep� jjf�
 tg � jj�T �wp� 
 e��jjf�
 tg� t � �

Moreover jj�� � �T �e� � ep� jjf�
tg � jj�� � �T �e� � ep� jjf�
Tg� t � ��� T �� Using
������ we thus get

jje�jjf�
 tg �
p
mjjep� jjf�
Tg � jj�T �wp� 
 e��jjf�
 tg� t � �

Taking squares

jje�jj�f�
 tg � 	mjjep� jj�f�
 Tg � 	jj�T �wp� 
 e��jj�f�
 tg� � � t � T

Using ���	�� with q � p�

jje�jj�f�
 tg � 	mjjep�jj�f�
 Tg � 	vp�

Z t

�

�
�
T jje��jj�f�
 �gd�� � � t � T

Hence by the Bellman�Gronwall Lemma

jje�jj�f�
 Tg � 	mjjep� jj�f�
 Tge�vp�
R
T
� �T dt

From this� ������� and the fact that ��
T � �T � we arrive �nally at an expression for

the norm of e� in terms of ep� � namely

jje�jjf�
 Tg �
p
	me

vp�m��D��C �jjep� jjf�
 Tg� T � � ���	��
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����
 Stability Margin

Examination of ���	�� and ������ reveals that if �p� satis�es the small gain condition

�p� �
e�vp�m��D��C �

bp�
p
m

���		�

then ���	�� and ������ can be combined to give

jje�jjf�
 Tg �
p
	

e
�vp�m��D��C �

p
m

� �p�bp�
jjbjjf�
 Tg� T � � ���	
�

The inequality in ���		� provides an explicit bound for the allowable process dy�
namics�

����� Global Boundedness

The global boundedness condition of Theorem ��
�� can now easily be justi�ed as
follows� Suppose d is bounded on ��� ��� Then so must be e�	tjjbjjf�
 tg� Hence

by ���	
�� e�	tjje�jjf�
 tg must be bounded on ��� �� as well� This� the di�erential
equation for x in ����	�� and the exponential stability of �I �A�� then imply that
x is also bounded on ��� ��� In view of ������ and ������� xE and xC must also
be bounded� Next recall that the zeros of �E fi�e�� the eigenvalues of AEg have

negative real parts less than ��� and that the transfer function
�p�

�E
� in Figure ���

is strictly proper� From these observations and the block diagram in Figure ��� one
readily concludes that ep� is bounded on ������ Hence from the formulas in ����	�
for e�� v and eT one concludes that these signals are also bounded� In view of ���
��
y must be bounded� Thus W must be bounded because of ������ Finally note that
u must be bounded because of the boundedness of y � n and v and because of the
observability of the cascade interconnection of ���	� with any minimal realization
of �P � This� in essence� proves Claim � of Theorem ��
���

����� Convergence

Now suppose that d is a constant� Examination of Figure ��� reveals that b must
tend to zero as fast as e�	t because of the zero at s � � in the numerator of
the transfer function from d to b� This implies that jjbjjf�
�g � �� Therefore

jje�jjf�
�g �� because of ���	
�� Hence e� must tend to zero as fast as e�	t� So
therefore must x because of the di�erential equation for x in ����	�� In view of ������
and ������ �xE and xC must tend to zero as well� From Block Diagram I in Figure
��� it now can be seen that ep� tends to zero� Hence from the formulas in ����	� for
e�� v and eT one concludes that these signals must tend to zero as well� In view
of ���
�� y must tent to r � Thus W must approach a �nite limit because of ������
Finally note that u tend to a �nite limit because y and v do and because of the
observability of the cascade interconnection of ���	� with any minimal realization
of �P � This� in essence� proves Claim 	 of Theorem ��
���



��

���� A Bound on the Disturbance � to � Tracking � Error Gain

By combining the inequalities in ����
�� ����� and ���	
� we obtain an inequality
of the form

jjeTjjf�
 Tg � gp� jjdjjf�
 Tg� T � �

where

gp� �
cap�

e
�vp�m��D��C �

p
m

� �p�bp�
���	��

Thus gp� bounds from above the overall system�s disturbance � to � tracking � error
gain�

��� Concluding Remarks

The formula for gp� in ���	�� and the stability margin bound in ���		� are probably
the most explicit discovered so far for an estimator�based adaptive control system
with the properties outlined in Theorem ��
��� We believe that even simpler expres�
sions than these can be found for the system under consideration� For example� it
is likely that instead of ���		�� it will su�ce to bound �p� by �

bp�
p
m
� Under certain

conditions� it also possible to derive useful relationships between system gains and
the the shifted in�nity norms of the transfer functions of the constant linear sys�
tems being switched� For example� for �D su�ciently large� any strict upper bound
on the family fp	 � � �cp�sI � App�

��hp � p � Pg is an upper bound on c �����
Results such as these suggest that a bona �de� input�output performance theory
for adaptive control may be within our reach�

��� Appendix

In the sequel� 	 is a �xed switching signal� t�
�
� �� ti denotes the ith time at which

	 switches and pi is the value of 	 on �ti��� ti�� if 	 switches at most n �� times

then tn��
�
� � and pn�� denotes 	�s value on �tn���� Any time X takes on the

current value of W is called a sample time� We use the notation btc to denote the
sample time just preceding time t� if t � �D � �C� and the number zero otherwise�
Thus� for example� bt�c � � and btic � ti � �C � i � ��

To prove Lemma ����� will need the following algebraic fact

Lemma ��	��� For all �i � ��� ��� i � f�� 	� � � � �mg
mX
i��

��� �i� � �m� �� �
mY
i��

��� �i� ���	�

Proof of Lemma ��	��� Set xi � � � �i� i � f�� 	� � � � � g� It is enough to show
that for xi � ��� ��� i � f�� 	� � � � � g

jX
i��

xi � �j � �� �

jY
i��

xj ���	��



��� Appendix �

for j � f�� 	� � � � �mg� Clearly ���	�� is true if j � �� Suppose therefore that for some
k � �� ���	�� holds for j � f�� 	� � � � � kg� Then

k��X
i��

xi � xk�� �
kX
i��

xi

� xk�� � �k� �� �
kY
i��

xi

� ��� xk���



��

kY
i��

xi

�
� xk�� � �k � �� �

kY
i��

xi

� k�
k��Y
i��

xi

By induction� ���	�� thus holds for j � f�� 	� � � � �mg�

Proof of Lemma ������ Let PT be the image of ��� T � under 	� Let k be that inte�
ger for which T � �tk��� tk�� For each p � PT � let Ip denote the set of nonnegative
integers i such that 	 � p for t � �ti��� ti�� Let jp denote the largest integer in Ip�
Note that jpk � k�

For each i � f�� 	� � � � � kg de�ne

�ti �

�
ti if i � k

T if i � k

The de�nition of dwell�time switching then implies that for p � PT �

p�bti��c� � 
q�bti��c�� �q � P� i � Ip


p�b�tic � �C� � 
q�b�tic � �C�� �q � P� i � Ip if �ti � ti�� � �D

Setting i
�
� jp and using the fact that e�	t
p�t� � jjepjj�f�
tg� p � P� t � �� we

obtain the expressions

jjepjj�f�
 btjp��cg � jjeqjj�f�
 btjp��cg� �q � P

jjepjj�f�
 b�tjp c��Cg � jjeqjj�f�
 b�tjp c��Cg� �q � P� if �tjp � tjp�� � �D

���
��
���	��

For each p � PT � let �p � ����� � f�� �g be that piecewise�constant signal
which is zero everywhere except on the interval

�btjp��c� �tjp�� if �tjp � tjp�� � �D

or
�b�tjpc � �C � �tjp�� if �tjp � tjp�� � �D

In either case �p has support no greater than �D � �C and is idempotent fi�e��
��p � �pg� It follows that if

�T
�
� � �

Y
p�PT

��� �p�� ���	��



��

then �T is also idempotent and has support no greater than m��D � �C�� In view
of the latter property� ������ must be true�

The de�nitions of the �p imply that for p � PT and l � P

jj��� �p�eljj�f�
�tjp g �
� jj��� �p�eljj�f�
 btjp��cg if �tjp � tjp�� � �D

jj��� �p�eljj�f�
 b�tjp c��Cg if �tjp � tjp�� � �D

From this and ���	�� we obtain for all q � P
jj��� �p�epjj�f�
�tjp g � jjepjj�f�
 btjp��cg � jjeqjj�f�
 btjp��cg � jj��� �p�eqjj�f�
�tjpg

if �tjp � tjp�� � �D and

jj��� �p�epjj�f�
�tjp g � jjepjj�f�
 b�tjp��Ccg � jjeqjj�f�
 b�tjp��Ccg � jj��� �p�eqjj�f�
�tjpg
if �tjp � tjp�� � �D� From this and the fact that

jj��� �p�eqjj�f�
�tjpg � jj��� �p�eqjj�f�
Tg� q � P� p � PP
there follows

jj��� �p�epjj�f�
�tjpg � jj��� �p�eqjj�f�
Tg� �p � PT � q � P ���	��

Now

jj��� �T �e�jj�f�
Tg �
X
p�PT

X
i�Ip

jj��� �T �epjj�fti��
�tig �
X
p�PT

jj��� �T �epjj�f�
�tjpg

���
��
In view of ���	�� we can write

X
p�PT

jj��� �T �epjj�f�
�tjpg �
X
p�PT

						
�
�
Y
l�PT

�� � �l�

��
� ep

						
�

f�
�tjp g

���
��

But X
p�PT

						
�
�
Y
l�PT

��� �l�

��
� ep

						
�

f�
�tjp g

�
X
p�PT

k��� �p�epk�f�
�tjp g

From this� ���	��� ���
��� and ���
�� it follows that

jj��� �T �e�jj�f�
Tg �
X
p�PT

jj��� �p�eqjj�f�
Tg� � q � P

Thus for q � P

jj��� �T �e�jj�f�
Tg �
X
p�PT

Z T

�

feqe	tg���� �p�
�
dt

�

Z T

�

feqe	tg�
�
�
X
p�PT

��� �p�
�

��
�dt

�

Z T

�

feqe	tg�
�
�
X
p�PT

��� �p�

��
� dt
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This� Lemma ����� and ���	�� imply that

jj��� �T �e�jj�f�
Tg �
Z T

�

feqe	tg�
�
�m� � �

Y
p�PT

��� �p�

��
�dt

�

Z T

�

feqe	tg�fm� �T gdt

�

Z T

�

feqe	tg�fm� �
�
T gdt

Hence
jj��� �T �e�jj�f�
Tg �mjjeqjj�f�
Tg � jj�Teqjj�f�
Tg ���
	�

Now
jj��� �T �e�jj�f�
Tg � jj�T eqjj�f�
Tg � jj��� �T �e� � �T eqjj�f�
Tg

because �T ��� �T � � �� From this and ���
	� it follows that

jj��� �T �e� � �T eqjj�f�
Tg �mjjeqjj�f�
Tg
and thus that ������ is true�
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